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LIST OF CHARACTERS 

 

GAFFER        (Female,16,plump,fake tan, hooded top, baseball,  

               cap, tattoos on arms) 

 

FINNEGAN      (Male,18, cap, shell suit and trainers) 

 

TOLEY          (Male, 17,jeans, overcoat, RAF military                   
style) 

 

MRS CAIRNS  (Gaffers mother ,age 50’s) 

 

MR BOWLES   (Male, mid- forties) 
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AT RISE. 

 

(Gaffer, Toley and Finnegan, dressed in black, emerge from 
rear of darkened stage, now lighting slowly, and wearing white 
facemasks. They move to front of stage. The edge is marked 
with narrow tape, yellow and grey. They stand apart- 2 metres. 
Straight line. Remove masks. They speak, solemnly, to the 
audience -GAFFER first, FINNEGAN then TOLEY -as an 
introduction…). 

 

GAFFER     

 The daffodil drooped, in mourning, all that summer; 
an all time scorcher, ma said. A silent, unforgiving 
shroud imprisoned every street, in every city; as we 
woke, the sweet, comforting melody of the dawn 
chorus crossed swords with the manic cackle of eagle 
eyed gulls, spying from above, leering, laughing, 
enjoying their freedom while they swooped in to mock 
us in our captivity…. 

(Gaffer bows her head) 

   

FINNEGAN   (continuing) 

        
…..They named her ‘COVID 19’ but she had as much 
relevance then to Everyman in their lives, as the 
revelation that Hannibal Lecter preferred his steak 
rare, not well done. She arrived like a humble 
orphan, actually, seeking a friendly home ;sure 
enough, many were soon to extend their charity 
without even knowing- then realising they hosted an 
unwarranted guest who crept in by the back door: a 
thief intent on stealing everything they held most 
dear, and for many, would never leave……… 

(Finnegan bows his head) 
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GAFFER     (casually, then bowing her head) 

………Workers lay idle. Got paid not to work. Even the         
terrorist had to put his feet up and self isolate 
with his own dark thoughts…’ social distancing 
suddenly became so UNFAIR’.! Daily, the assault of 
metal chord banging on our harbour flagpole seemed 
to whip out an SOS, to far and wide, as its flag 
fluttered, unaware; but our social cry for help 
remained unanswered, it seemed for a while…. 

 

FINNEGAN    (taking over) 

……Yes, our own PEARL HARBOUR had quietly arrived 
with equal trespass and stealth, as we slumbered,  
unprepared; CORONA was already upon us before we 
even had time to wake as a silent tsunami was 
planning to consume everything in its path. The 
invisible enemy had, indeed, breached the womb and 
wasted no time to pick and choose destruction at its 
leisure….. 

 

GAFFER     (continuing) 

     
…..Trains, empty, ghostlike, shrieked in panic, in all 
directions as if fleeing from unseen contamination. 
Distancing became our only armour and shared by all, 
regardless of colour, age and Faith. ‘Stay home, Stay 
safe’; summer T shirts were ignored, mothballed in 
warehouses. An endless hunger for Nostalgia ran riot 
alongside our street Riots; Bergamot was no longer just 
another quiet, inconspicuous Italian town…. 

 

TOLEY     (concludes) 

 ……Death numbers leap frogged daily as coffin makers grew 
weary and the distant echo of ‘We’re all living longer’ 
came back to haunt the aged. That summer, some joker had 
written on a wall: ‘Enjoy the honey of this life…… but be 
prepared to sip from the Chalice of Gethsemane..’     
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Well, that year our Cup had already overflowed 
abundantly- AND KEPT ON FILLING, -and we were invited to 
feast, take our fill, gulping greedily….. not realising 
that for all of us, Life would never, EVER, be the same… 

 

   (All replace their masks then withdraw, slowly, to merge to 
rear of stage).  

 

CURTAIN FALLS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        ACT 1: SCENE 1 

                     

 TIME: Present day. One year on.  Late afternoon. Christmas 
Eve. 

   

At rise:  

Harbour jetty, coastal town Scotland (though anywhere). TOLEY 
and FINNEGAN are sitting, staring into horizon. GAFFER is 
standing up, dancing around them, listening to music on 
headphones, stabbing a finger in the air to beat of music. 

Offstage, a dog barks. 
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GAFFER:       (gyrating, seductively around Finnegan) 

`      Are you no’ lustin’ after ma           `          
`          Turkish belly dancin’? Are ye no impressed..!!! 

(lowers herself, shakes breasts vigorously toward     
Finnegan) 

You’ll never find any o’ THESE to the pound in     
the local fruit market….!! 

 

FINNEGAN    (mockingly to Gaffer, stares deadpan at her) 

You offer no delights, Gaffer- Turkish or               
otherwise. You eat AND smoke too much. A wobblin’ 
human fatberg.! If you don’t quit soon, your periods 
will turn to a pile…. of fag ash!  

`         (gleefully)  

Or worse still……a steady monthly overflow of THICK, 
black tar…OOZING out of you,……for all time! 

`     (exasperated) 

 Will you stop that dog bloody                    
`   barking!  

(he pauses) 

 Why do you call him OSAMA anyway…!! 

  

 

GAFFER        (she stops gyrating, stares menacingly at  `
       Finnegan)                                      
`           Because…. BECAUSE…he’s a DOG. You twat!! 

   (hurt, she smooths back her hair ) 

There was a time when your eyes were never aff 
me -now you say ma arse is bigger than the 
chassis of a Lothian bus…! 

Ah even came off self harm…thanks to you!! 
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(starts sobbing) 

 

TOLEY         (stands,frustrated turns to Finnegan and Gaffer) 

`      I can’t take ANY MORE of this.! I’M GOING TO `
     JUMP!  I repent Mr Murdoch, I was the tit who 
     sank Titanic!! 

(faces horizon, shouts out) `      

FAREWELL BROTHERS!! FACEBOOK ? no longer…!!           

    

GAFFER         No………you CAN’T swim!! You’ll drown!! 

 

TOLEY          (moves to edge of jetty, waving`          
`       his arms theatrically, shouting)            

 Had ENOUGH of this life….. ‘remove cling film, 
pull back lid, pierce several times…’ !! 

 (passionately) 

Ensure my gravestone honours me thus…THIS man 
said… ‘There is no Art to find the Mind’s 
construction in the face’….  

(Toley jumps off jetty) 

 

GAFFER/FINNEGAN   NO……NO…!! 

(both remove baseball caps, respectfully, placing them against 
their chests, bowing their heads) 

 

 

GAFFER Too late! Selfish bastard!! How could he leave 
us like that……! 

 

FINNEGAN       A sad loss…to all mankind!!A noble sacrifice!! 

 

GAFFER         Truly a legend, never to be replaced.! 

(pause) 
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Never lived long enough to see Nicola’s dream 
of Scotland unchained either……!! 

 

TOLEY (suddenly appears, laughing, facing Gaffer and 
Finnegan)  

  `    Piss off!! Aye, you’ll drown alright.! Makes `
           it easier when the TIDE’S ACTUALLY IN, all the 
`    same..!! 

          ` (clutching a discarded toupe in his hand) 

          `     Nearly died swallowing THIS for a start..!! 

(Laughter from all three then they fall silent) 

 

FINNEGAN You thoughtless bastard…!! 

 

TOLEY (concerned)  

               Has naebuddy any respect for marine life 
.!!TESCO trolleys, bicycles and tyres, a 
plastics graveyard down there… spoils the 
landscape.!!What happened to climate concern….! 

 

GAFFER    `     (sarcastic) 

Whit a man! Back from the dead…ready to rescue 
the planet and mankind.! Stand aside… Bruce 
Willis ! Here’s yur man…!! 

 

FINNEGAN       (bows to Toley, raising arm, cries aloud)      

      I give you ‘THE’ man-parachuted in by NHS who, 
single handed, killed off the global virus 

     (emphasising loudly) 

     …with ONLY ONE horrendous LONG FART and saved 
us all from lasting extinction…. !! 

 

GAFFER        (she pauses, unconcerned, indignant) 
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Anyhow, whit landscape…! There’s more shite                                
growin’ doon there than you’ll find in any Tory 
fanny mesto!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN    (mocking) 

   We’re surely gonna die…..! 

 

TOLEY     ` (correcting Gaffer) 

`       ` `    The word is ‘manifesto’-get it right.!! Thick 
bastard, Gaffer. Your head is just full o’ 
bells…and they’re all ringin’ at once…!!You’re 
brain dead…. you are the only breathing example 
of artificial intelligence! 

(gloats thoughtfully, stroking chin ) 

Saviour of planet Earth.!! Ah like it!  

(boasting) 

Aye, but it’s in ma DNA…SURELY!! Ah’m gifted! 
Get behind me…Attenborough!! Where’s your John 
McClane noo…..! 

(muses, walking from Gaffer to Finnegan, then 
turns to face audience) 

Can just see it! Givin’ autographs…. alongside 
that Greta Thunberg….!! World’s Press at ma 
feet….! Cameras rollin’…applause from the 
crowd!  For ME as well as NHS …!! 

The finale- the Queens Honours list….!! 

(adopts air of importance, leaning to Gaffer 
and Toley) 

There she is, her Majesty and ME. She hands me 
the distinction, outside ASDA , mind; me in ma 
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best PRIMARK……bristlin’ wi pride as wide as the 
Forth Road Bridge…!! 

 

FINNEGAN  (confused)   

ASDA..?? Why ASDA…? 

 

 

 

TOLEY  (faltering) 

Because…because…the palace …IT WAS BEIN’ 
REWIRED at the time….! 

(puts on mock posh vice) 

And she says-‘ALPHONSE TOLEY, with the greatest 
of pleasure, and PRIVILEGE bestowed on me,I 
recognise your endurances AND OUTSTANDING 
achievements AND above all, HEROISM and 
selfless dedication for your fellow man at a 
time of our nation’s gravest hours. You are the 
first recipient of this SPLENDID award in 
safeguarding our citizens; I give YOU the Order 
of the DCWB….!! 

GAFFER  (puzzled) 

   DCWB…..?? Whit…? 

 

TOLEY (proudly)  

So ah turns to the Queen and say ‘Aye, that’s 
me, ma’am…. 

(pause then louder ) 

…recognition for being a DISTINGUISHED CHEEKY 
WEE BASTARD…!! 

 

(loud laughter from all three then they fall silent) 

 

GAFFER        (unconcerned) 

`              Aye, whatever!!FANNY manifesto if you like… 
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  It’s still awe shite tae me! Anyway,`naebody 
can accuse me of no bein’ cultured! Ah know ma 
opera! Ask your aunt!  

`          (smugly)  

She was fair chuffed when ah told `      
her that time ah saw her on stage doin’ `  
Houdini’s Felatio!! She went speechless…! 

 

TOLEY          Speechless?? That’s BEFORE she collapsed.!                      

Nearly took a stroke! She’s a pensioner          
in the Catholic Women’s Guild.  

(pauses, correcting Gaffer) 

And it was an amateur production of FIDELIO by 
PUCCINI at the church hall. IGNORANT bastard!! 

 

FINNEGAN        (suddenly excited) 

LOOK…I can see San Francisco Bridge            
over there! 

That’s where WE’RE headed -our future lies   
there!! We’ll be famous…..like ZUCKERBERG! 

 

 

TOLEY           (correcting Finnegan) 

 Daft bastard! That’s the Queensferry Crossing 
and ALL your dreams will shatter the other 
side the minute you reach Dunfermline…!    

 

 

GAFFER          (turns to Finnnegan) 

 It’s Tuesday.! Benefit day. You always sign up 
on Tuesdays! 

 

FINNEGAN       Canna be arsed! Joab centre just a waste o’ma 
time. That joab searchin’ on the computer.? 
Just shite, man! 
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               (chuckles)  

Took the piss once and told ma personal adviser 
ah wanted to join the clergy. Lead all souls to 
Heaven… charitable, like… you know me!! 

               (pause) 

Know what …? Joab search came up wi’ an 
‘installation engineer’…!! 

 

 

TOLEY (sarcastically) 

 Looks like the gates to paradise needed a 
security system!! And you’re the man for it…. 
!! 

 

FINNEGAN       (ignoring Toley).  

Joab centre! They’re always short staffed. Just 
target chasers, couldnae care less about the 
punters!! 

               (thoughtfully) 

There is REAL benefit though. I get to see 
Jenny!   

 

GAFFER Jenny….?? 

 

 

FINNEGAN (proudly) 

Jenny Efters! Ma personal adviser! 

               Think she fancies me. Always sits wi’ her legs 
apart under the desk.! 

` (reflectively) 

 Aye, she’s opened a few opportunities for me 
in the past…! 

         

GAFFER         Didn’t she get you that security job a while 
back. What was it……’the sly,  investigator’ 
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spyin’ in a raincoat, chasin’ defaulters and TV 
licence dodgers…….??  

   

FINNEGAN       (contemptuously)  

Psychic DEMONSTRATOR!! I WAS A PSYCHIC 
DEMONSTRATOR, Gaffer.!! Get it RIGHT..!! 

 

 

 

 

GAFFER         (sneering) 

 A ‘fortune teller’! ’Ah thought so…. Don’t get 
head and shoulders wi’me! That joab was just 
card shufflin’ to entertain dementia patients 
at the care home every Wednesday!! 

 

TOLEY          (trying to impress)  

Not just cards, Gaffer. It’s all about 
Cardomancy. Special cards. TAROT cards……read 
your future, they do!! 

 

GAFFER (unimpressed) 

 Anyway, Finn,.. what happened…? 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN       Lasted a week. Got bored. So one day ah’ dealt 
muself a hand. Turned the cards over, 
cautiously,……not like ah cared, mind… nae 
belief in THAT crap….!  

 

TOLEY (expectantly) 

 And….? 
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FINNEGAN       (sheepishly) 

They foretold ah’ed get sacked..so `  
 never bothered ma arse goin back!!  

 

TOLEY  But you helped a charity last year, selling         
Christmas trees…?? 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN  Lasted a day. Forgot to padlock the site. A van       
drove up when ah wis away for lunch and a crowd `       
o’ wee bastards dressed up as elves took the   `    
stock away! Even left a note - ‘ Yur trees are   
crap. Merry Christmas, mister… and get a better    
selection next year’! 

 

 

GAFFER      Ah heard you were a tour guide in summer? 

 

FINNEGAN    Cemeteries, ghost walks, underground `  
        vaults and……aye, torture rooms!! 

 

TOLEY        So…….? You got promoted..?? 

 

 

FINNEGAN  Chinese tourist fancied a selfie o’ herself   
manacled to a corpse on the wall. Wasn’t real 
mind,…… electrically operated. It was switched 
off but I accidentally leaned against the power 
supply. Corpse came to life…and she passed out….! 

` (reflective) 

Aye, and the ambulance took nearly twenty          
minutes to revive her sister as well!! The boss 
‘let me go’ for failin Health and Safety’.  

(pause) 
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Must admit ah had the shits muself when ah saw 
the eyes roll up on the corpse! 

 

TOLEY        But yur da was in the local Gazette…turned 
entre..entrep……wi’that big lottery win..! 

            (Toley has difficulty with the word) 

             Got a full spread in THE SUN…!! 

 

FINNEGAN     (correcting) 

‘ENTREPRENEUR’, Toley!!A business tycoon!! 

 

TOLEY Aye,…that’s it. A right chancer! 

 

 

FINNEGAN (proudly) 

Ma da wis quick to see an opportunity !He saw an 
advert on Ebay , selling a job lot of used 
gondolas, special purchase they were,.. 

(excitedly) 

…. guaranteed and fully renovated by a Venetian 
boatbuilder… free delivery…He sunk all his 
winnings in it…! 

 

GAFFER (expectantly) 

 And…?? 

 

FINNEGAN (proudly)  

Man of vision, ma faither….!Had dreams! Totally 
convinced it wi’d take off…Kids birthday parties, 
romantic couples…. 

 (smugly) 

Tinder tete-a tetes on balmy nights. Had big 
ideas to expand- Glasgow, Newcastle, Liverpool……. 

             (pauses, scratching his head,) 
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But the Clyde, the Mersey,… the old man just 
couldnae see was no’ the same scale as yon Grand 
Canal!! 

  

TOLEY (chuckles) 

Nae RIALTO neither! And bloody hard to find 
gondoliers from Leith to put on the Forth wearin’ 
flashy stripe T shirts!! 

 

GAFFER (impatiently to Finnegan) 

 So, what happened…? 

 

FINNEGAN The idea went down well at first in summer;just 
like the gondolas, in fact. First day out- took 
in water and sank…with his dreams AND all his 
money…. 

`         (sighs) 

    Seems bad luck runs in the family..!! 

 

TOLEY        But you got lucky……ended up with a joab WITH a 
uniform….? Responsibility ! 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN     Aye, that’s true… 

      (proudly) 

      I was an Intelligence Officer, no less! 

 

GAFFER  (mocks)    

 Aye, a security guard…!!  So…..? 

 

FINNEGAN (chuffed)       

Edinburgh. Art galleries,!! 
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              Fair chuffed to be part of the Festival when 
they opened….! 

 

TOLEY      Hit big time then! Status! Career took off….! 

 

FINNEGAN       Not exactly……… 

 

GAFFER   Well….? 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN        Turned out badly….  

 

GAFFER          How badly…..? 

 

FINNEGAN       I was on second floor on the gallery 
overlookin’ the café at the time…leaned over 
too much. Ma security radio fell out o’ma hands 
and landed right intae a woman’s lasagne 
;turned out to be Scotland’s Culture Minister 
sittin’ wi’Director General on a visit to award 
his  staff for outstanding performance -no 
less- and ‘for service and improvement to 
visitor experience’….or somethin’ like that…! 

(pause) 

Funny, Director General never offered me the 
award…!! 

  

FINNEGAN       (cont) 

(encouraged) 

But they said I deserved a second chance…!! 

 

TOLEY And what could go wrong….? 
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FINNEGAN       (sheepish)          

See, they had this special sculpture ,on loan 
from London -private collection; artist worked 
on it for years- like worth a real fortune -
some kind o’mystical skinny wee tree, standin’ 
on its own, crafted, ,bolted to the floor, 
branches twisted out of gold and silver -
delicate…. and VERY valuable…  

(proudly) 

 

FINNEGAN  (cont) 

Trusted me make to make sure it got no damage 
from the visitors…keep it safe, like…. 

 (pause) 

Well, a wee tourist from Taiwan asked me to 
pose for a picture beside the tree. I forgot 
and leaned on it…. It collapsed, ruined….cost 
the gallery nearly half a million in 
insurance…! 

(innocently) 

They said they were really sorry to let me go.! 

(cheerfully) 

 Anyway, Jenny never gave up on me. She’s `                    
dedicated, see. An A grade, see -not like those 
other Policy puppets, DWP box tickers, out for a 
performance bonus.! 

 

GAFFER        (puzzled) What do ya mean ‘grades’?? 

 

 

FINNEGAN       (leans into Gaffer) 

 See……well, Jenny is on the admin A GRADE… Real 
ANGEL I call her! 

               (sternly) 

Not like that young supervisor Lovie. High 
flyer. Ex Army major. B GRADE……Bastard to the 
core.! I know punters who lost sickness 
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benefit, thanks to her. She never cared as long 
as she reached her targets and got them off the 
register!! 

 

GAFFER Targets.? What dae ya mean…? 

 

TOLEY Work assessment programme, fitness for back to 
work. Benefit claimants were sanctioned, 
Gaffer. 

 

GAFFER (confused) 

 Sanctions…?? 

 

TOLEY          Their benefit was cut if they were late for 
interviews or never showed up…. !! 

 

 

FINNEGAN Aye, and on top of that, Department’s got this 
new policy about obesity and Lovie was right on 
it - she being as thin as a stick insect 
herself.!! 

(pause) 

You know Sandy Heavyside’s faither, Donald.? 
Well, he turned up late for appointment once. 
Lovie was ready for ‘em when he came in… gave 
‘em the full ISIS treatment, in front of all of 
us!! 

 

GAFFER/TOLEY    (both expectantly) 

 And…? 

 

 

FINNEGAN Had him standin’ there. ‘New Government 
initiative,’ she says sternly, gestapo like. 
‘We’ll have you on the scales, Mr Heavyside, 
every time you come in. Government wastes 
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public money on people like you, you know, if 
you can’t control your weight’……!!! 

 (continuing) 

Then she cries out ’You’re OBESE. Unless you 
lose more fat, we’ll cut your benefit! Make it 
your daily mantra, Mr Heavyside. Lose fat, keep 
benefit!! Lose FAT, gain BENEFIT!! Try shagging 
more times in the week. That’ll sweat it off 
you …….’ !! Then she even said the Dept would 
gi’him a #50 pounds food voucher to spy on 
Benefits cheats that he knew….!! 

 

FINNEGAN  (cont) 

Or punters on fly tipping…if he got their faces 
wi’ his ‘phone on Facebook! Or any of his mates 
who never gave a shit aboot social distancing 
as long as he squealed to the police…!  

 

 

TOLEY  (open mouthed) 

She said THAT…!! What did he `             
say?? 

. 

 

FINNEGAN You don’t know Donald?? Shy. Gentle as a lamb. 
Wouldn’t hurt a fly!. Always was a bit 
sensitive about his physique, was Donald, 
especially wi’ that name o’ his. It’s genetic! 
No’ his fault, right enough…...AND HE’S NO 
INFORMER either…!! 

 

GAFFER And…….? 

 

 

FINNEGAN`      Politely told her to invest the initiative up 
her arse! 

`              (pause) 
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Sandy was the same, a bulky lad himself, for 
his age…… when he was alive… 

    (continuing) 

 Anyway, Donald left the radar for a while. 
Last I heard he was found in his man shed, face 
down in a bucket of compost, thanks to Lovie!! 

  

TOLEY  And…? 

 

 

FINNEGAN Local Press had a jamboree. They held an 
enquiry. Dodds backed her up, as expected. No 
contest. ‘Thoughts and prayers go out to the 
family’,…… he said,…’lessons learned’. 

  (acting posh accent) 

 ‘Nothing personal to Mr Heavyside- Department 
has to be seen to be acting “appropriately”- he 
said- ‘if unintentionally a little ROBUST in 
implementing policy on occasions!!Nice words he 
used, like……’ the department attaches utmost 
importance in caring for the wellbeing of our 
clients…’ 

` Load o’ shite, eh! 

`           (concerned) 

Know the worst bit? Not even a black `  
 mark on Lovie’s job appraisal… 

 

GAFFER (curious)  

Dodds..? Who…? 

 

FINNEGAN Gilbert Dodds. Unit Team leader, Gaffer. Big 
noise !! C GRADE no less……!! 

 

GAFFER  (puzzled) C GRADE…?? Whit’s that ….!! 
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FINNEGAN C GRADE…? Top drawer Civil Servant, you know, 
Gaffer. 

              (pause) 

    If you ask me, he’s a right c…… 

 

TOLEY (butting in quickly before Finnegan finishes) 

` What happened to Sandy anyway.?  

 

 

 

FINNEGAN Sandy?? You mean Jumbo!! That’s what the kids 
called him.! Stalky lad for his age. Learning  
difficulties. A real gent!. As lovable as you’d 
ever meet. 

Spent his afternoons on the streets, imagined 
he was driving a bus, like this…  

(Finnegan imitates holding a steering wheel 
mimicking noise of an engine) 

Kids just loved’im, always knew when he was 
comin’and followed him in a line-same route, 
every day, Sandy stoppin’ to pick up his eager 
passengers, like clockwork - at times nearly 
fifteen kids behind him…! 

(Finnegan imitates a gear change with his left 
hand, loud voice). 

’Left hand down, change gear, rev up, check 
mirror, move off……’.That was Sandy, every move 
made with precision…………!!! 

(pausing) 

Anyway, it all stopped abruptly one afternoon. 
Turned out pretty nasty, apparently, judging by 
the screams from passers by…… 

 

GAFFER         Whit…?   

 

FINNEGAN (sombre) 
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 Seems Sandy got a wee bit adventurous. 
Wandered unexpectedly off his timetable. Came 
face to face with the number 27 to City Centre.  
Head on. Sandy was the only fatality. Luckily, 
his bus was empty that day! Kids were at 
school!  

 

GAFFER  What happened….? To Donald, I mean..? 

 

FINNEGAN      Donald never recovered after Sandy’s loss.   `
 ``    Just couldn’t get over it, seeing as Sandy’s   
         mum died a year before.! He got redundant!  

     (pause) 

             Depression set in…then his life just collapsed. 

  Bastards at DWP just never understood his            
breakdown. All they thought aboot was that all 
important work assessment programme. And targets!  
See, Donald felt guilty………just blamed himself for 
not doin’ enough for Sandy. 

  (dismayed, he turns to Toley)  

           YOU ever felt guilt?? 

 

TOLEY     You mean, like…the time we decided……? 

      (he breaks off abruptly) 

 

GAFFER  (interrupting Toley) 

It just happened. Wasn’t planned. We all agreed      
it was the only way out! We agreed not to talk 
about it!     

              Why do you keep bringing it up…all over again?     

              Every time we meet here…… 

              (breaks off distraught) 

 

FINNEGAN      (ignoring Gaffer) 

              I mean REAL guilt, Toley!! 
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TOLEY  (sheepish)  

Classics exam. Latin. I cheated. Prize giving 
day. Got first prize from a fierce looking  
midget from southern Ireland. He called ma 
name. So ah gets proudly on to the stage. He 
clamps one hand on mine, vice like, just like 
this… 

  (grabs Gaffers wrist tightly. She squeals out) 

TOLEY  (cont) 

` …and at the same time thrusting forward a book, 
while his eyes lasered into mine, compelling me 
to vomit up my vile deceit in full view of 
everyone, demanding an eleventh hour 
repentance. His eyes screamed out.. ‘Confess, 
CONFESS!!! YOUR LAST CHANCE, Toley…!!  no 
absolution offered, son……CONFESS!!’ 

(quietly) 

But I never did. Nobody else knew. But he knew. 
Somehow HE KNEW!!!!! 

`   (composed) 

 Anyway, it was all Quail’s fault. 

 

 

GAFFER  Quail? 

 

TOLEY Sullivan Quail, classics teacher. I saw him 
leave the exam questions in an unlocked       
cupboard one day. Couldn’t resist the 
temptation. 

 

TOLEY  (remorse)                    

 All this time. That guilt never left me…! 
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FINNEGAN (mock emotion)  

Well, a confession, right enough.                       
A noble act indeed ! 

(turning to Gaffer) 

And you, Gaffer. What rats still enjoy nobbling  
away at your rotten insides……….? 

 

GAFFER  (repentant tone) 

              Murder. I killed him……but I NEVER meant it.! 

 

(Stunned, Finnegan and Toley fall silent, open mouthed staring 
at Gaffer ) 

 

GAFFER`    It was July. Hot. He came in-quietly- `    `     
`    through the open downstairs window, … then bolted 
`    upstairs. I followed him, heart racing, into   
    the bedroom. There he was, staring-just waitin’`
    for me…! 

 

TOLEY  He threatened you….? 

 

GAFFER  He was smaller than me but his `           `
           EYES……never forget thae eyes.! 

We looked at each other, like `           
gunslingers, wonderin’ who would make the first   
move. I took a risk and went for him. Grabbed 
him by the throat, squeezin’ tight. Could 
almost hear his heart poundin’ to burst.  

`   Managed to open the bedroom window…..and ` 
  threw him out !! I’ll never forget that look on 
` ` his eyes…… just before he thudded on the `       
`      neighbours garage roof.! 

   His wings, see….they widnae open, `            

(tearfully) 
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I damaged his wings. I killed him…….I never 
meant….to hurt…. 

(in tears, trails off then picks up, composed)
   

Always had a phobia about budgies, see. I found 
out later that Mrs James had posted a 100 pound 
reward on Facebook for anyone finding Cyril, 
her cherished pet who fled the cage the day 
before……!Ah heard later she added a post….’if 
ah ever get ma hauns on the bastard who 
strangled ma Cyril…..!! 

   

 

 

 

(Loud laughter from Finnegan and Toley) 

 

TOLEY (pensively) 

 That’s the thing about guilt. Hovers over you 
like a virus, forever. You just never know when 
its gonna drop on you….!When its your turn, 
like! Know whit ah mean..!   

(reflects, turns to Finnegan) 

And what about you, Finnegan?? 

 

 

FINNEGAN    (pensive) 

Our da. Found him on the floor. Dead. Last New     
Year. Lay there for 2 days, says the police 
doctor. Alone. He had known his time had come. 
He’d asked me to phone each day. ‘Just one 
minute, son…each day….each day,’ he said. 
That’s all he asked. 

               (remorse) 

But I… I… never did. 

‘Just for one minute’….he’d asked.!I was too 
late for him. See? I was just……too late. 
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FINNEGAN       (cont) 

 Too late to say how much I loved….to ask 
forgiveness……to say thanks…for all he’d done 
for me… too late…just too late…!! 

               (trails off, solemnly)  

Now that’s REAL guilt…… 

 

 

 

 

Toley     (silence, then, Toley eases tension) 

`   Want to hear a joke? I specialise in Farmyard `
     ` impressions……..! Ready…..! 

` (clears his throat, raises his voice). 

` ’Hey, YOU SON, private property, get aff ma 
fuckin’ tractor…!! Good…eh! 

` (proudly) 

               Ma uncle had a farm in Ayrshire……see! 

 Went there a lot in summer!! 

 

(All three laugh loudly, then fall silent). 

 

TOLEY       Wait, I can do EVEN better… Listen. ’When the 
chips are down, FORGET BILL GATES…trust in 
Jesus…! 

    

GAFFER          (she laughs hysterically, then `   
            embarrassed) 

`           Wait, ah don’t get that….!!Why is that funny! 

     

TOLEY          (stares at Gaffer in disbelief) 

`               What do you mean. Did your mother no invest   
`               you wi’ any brains…?? 
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`   (leans forward to explain to Gaffer) 

`               Gates, the computer genius…gave us the    
`micro chip. PC’s DEPEND on micro chips,Gaffer!  

               Computers break down, mobiles even go up in 
flames!! 

` (casually) 

I heard that Jesus is upfront. They say you can 
trust him..!! 

 

FINNEGAN       (consoling Gaffer ) 

No worries, Gaffer. The only chips that make   
any sense to you come from GABRELLI’S take- 
away on Sunday night! 

 

GAFFER (hurt)  

Ma brother died….. Calum was just ten, the 
youngest casualty ever….it was the virus. He 
never deserved it. There wis nae cheerios. 
Never saw’im when he died, nae black ties or 
suits- jist hauns in sci fi suits, like gettin’ 
rid aw’an experiment that went wrang….!! In a 
plastic bag first, then the coffin, they told 
me; nae ceremony, nae tears or Bible words,  
just let go the ropes…!! 

(angry) 

Don’t talk TO ME about trust…!!! 

 

(all three remain quiet briefly) 

 

TOLEY (suddenly thoughtful, solemnly)  

Christ. They say he cried blood… when he 
prayed. Gethsemane it was, when his mates fell 
asleep leavin’ him, abandoned. 

 

(Both Gaffer and Finnegan stare at Toley) 
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FINNEGAN Whit are you talkin’ about…?? 

 

TOLEY Blood, like tears…gushed from his eyes…in the 
garden!! 

 Aye,He knew the pain that wis comin’…. wi’the 
Judas kiss!! 

 

GAFFER (puzzled) 

Blood? How can you CRY blood…? 

 

TOLEY Seems that’s the way it was… 

Then they squeezed thorns intae his head. 
Imagine your skin whipped wi’iron, like crampon 
spikes, screwed intae the bone‘till you 
bled..and bled raw -lash after lash. Then 
draggin’ a cross in the scorchin’ heat…lying 
there,in agony, watchin’ them laugh and cheer 
as each nail mashed flesh with wood, knowin’ 
you could change all this but…. 

               (trailing off) 

               What man accepts THAT …!! 

 

GAFFER         (thoughtlessly)  

I had a paper cut….once. Pain lasted nearly a 
week ; wis pure agony …!!Hurt like f…..! 

(she trails off) 

                                                                                                                                    

(They fall silent. Then sound of church bells offstage) 

  

GAFFER  (despondent)         

Anyway, why does it always rain at `           
Christmas?  What if………??  

    

TOLEY         (impatiently)    

What if….?  What…? 
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GAFFER  Christmas. What if it never happened….!! 

 

FINNEGAN    (reflectively) 

Aye, just think. That inn keeper…. He `                 
could have made a fortune if he’d only `    
known though… 

 

 

GAFFER And thae three wise men. Aw that distance.   
They would have saved themselves a sore arse on 
those camels…….! 

 

TOLEY Nae mince pies though. Nae Christmas cake…..and  
farty uncles at the table!! 

 

GAFFER   And farty aunts……that’s worse. Bing Crosby  `
       would have been a poorer man…!! Ma loved Perry 
`       Como at Christmas ! And Val Doonican ! ` 

      ` (pause) Ah would’ve saved a fortune on Easter `
   eggs! 

 

(Toley and Finnegan, bemused, stare at Gaffer) 

 

 

GAFFER   (apologetic) 

Whit..? Well, think aboot it. If there was nae 
Christmas, there’d be nae Easter…!Nae drunken 
abuse either. Nae drunken abuse!! Every New 
Year, the only first foot we got was the polis 
at the door …. 

 (she starts crying) 

 

(OH HOLY NIGHT is ringing out from church bells in background) 
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FINNEGAN Aye, Nae carols…none at that shite behind 
us……for a start!! 

 

 

TOLEY  (pensively) 

 Come to think of it, did you ever `  
 see a picture of Jesus laughin…! 

 

 

 

GAFFER  (thoughtfully) 

But they never had I’Phones then! 

 

TOLEY  (stunned) 

Thick bastard, Gaffer.!! I’m saying that 
there’s never been a painting, a portrait….. 
anything to show us Jesus bein’ happy…. 

               (pause) 

 When did you ever see a picture of Jesus      
smiling…….!! 

 

 

FINNEGAN  Well, he must’ve made a lot o’ people happy wi’ 
`           thae miracles he did, we’re told……… 

 

 

GAFFER  Miracles…! Why did he do it..? Could have been 
a stunt…..just to get a name for 
himself…popularity…nae X Factor then…Imagine 
Simon Cowell in a toga..! 

 

 

FINNEGAN (challenging) 
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               So you’re really talkin’ about a biblical MAX 
CLIFFORD!!The miracles were just…… PR STUFF!! 

 

TOLEY He saw others suffer….just wanted to help. Did 
it out of love…, they say, -never asked for 
payment or anythin’ in return. You HAVE to be 
somethin’ special to raise the dead, cure the 
blind – and they turned their backs, never 
sayin’ thanks! 

 

GAFFER (thoughtfuly) 

Mind you, wouldnae  fancied a selfie wi’that 
Pontious Pilate anyhow…or worse, that Judas 
character … 

(indignant) 

Damage ma street cred havin’ HIM on 
Instagram………or that HEROD ….. who killed aw’ 
thae bairns! Can ye imagine…! 

 

(they fall silent for a minute, reflecting, then Toley breaks 
in) 

 

 

TOLEY  Thae miracles! They had nuthin to do wi’ PR…He 
wasnae proud-apparently came into Jerusalem on a 
donkey, after all! 

          (pause) 

Anyway, he was a carpenter…not an MEP.AND he had 
humility, he did.! He never asked for publicity….no 
like thae brainless bawheids on LOVE ISLAND or 
GEORDIE SHORE….! And you’d never see that REES MOGG 
goin’ into Parliament on HIS ass….! Farage?...he 
would never have had a look in… 

 

(Gaffer and Finnegan stare at Toley, embarrassed) 
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FINNEGAN Or what about Boris creepin’in to Brussels on a 
donkey beggin’ for a deal!! Or see him gettin’ 
cosy an’ sendin’ a Valentines card to wee 
Sturgeon !! 

(laughter from all three then they stop suddenly) 

 

 

(Off stage we hear the openings of DIRE STRAITS- ‘Brothers in 
Arms ’briefly as the stage slowly darkens. They join hands. 
Music fades. Then we hear an ambulance siren offstage, SHRILL 
AND PIERCING at first then fade away ; they face audience, we 
hear them speak, quietly) 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN (happy, speaking softly) 

 You were THERE with me, Gaffer…AND you Toley. 
Thought I lost the two o’ ye… !! 

 (reflects) 

  It was black at first…as if we were 
blindfolded…The water, soft as velvet and 
deepest black! Quiet,it was. We were laughing…! 
Remember ? 

 

  

 

GAFFER/TOLEY    (together) 

   We saw you, Finny….as handsome as you’ve ever   
been. We held hands, just like this, remember 
…? We were happy…like the time we all first 
met…sharin’ fun at our first party! 

 

FINNEGAN Yes, you were close…but then you both drifted 
away in the water…you sank into the dark… 
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GAFFER/TOLEY(together)   

Yes, we were close. The silence, we remember. 
It was calm … 

 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN (excitedly)  

Yes… the SILENCE. Fire burned in the water, 
then bigger and brighter than a hundred 
suns…but there was no pain around us…NO PAIN. 

 

TOLEY I was there, beside you…it was calm… 

 

GAFFER (happily) 

 Mama held ma hand tight…but she had to let 
go..She let go and ah was on ma own…!Ah still 
heard the ambulance siren….then it faded… 

 

GAFFER/TOLEY (together) 

But no pain…. 

 

FINNEGAN (eager) 

Faces of friends I had known…Tom, Dinky,        
Sam…smiling at first, came at me, then suddenly 
TWISTED in agony CRYING out…But I couldn’t 
hear.. 

(anxiously) 

Their eyes black, faces twisted, tugging at 
me,….pulling me down….down..in the flame…their 
mouths spewin’ spittle, stench, blood..and 
curses…beggin’ ME to save them… ! HELP !!! 
Pulling me down…I couldn’t breath…I choked, 
tried to call out ‘HELP’.. but the words just 
NEVER  came….! 
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GAFFER/TOLEY   (together) 

 Down…..DOWN…!! 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN Then da appeared – tears of love for me on his 
eyes, welding straight into mine…then he 
vanished. I tried to cry out…’NO. PLEASE! 
STAY’!!I’m so sorry…!Never meant..! But the 
words got stifled.  He was gone. The BLINDING 
flash of a brilliant white blade of a sword, 
came down at once…from NOWHERE. Tom, Dinky and 
Sam. They all vanished…. in agony. BUT I FELT 
NO PAIN…!! 

   (peacefully) 

I WAS FREE… 

 Then you were both right beside me…holding on 
to each other….the happiness in your eyes, 
gleaming as NEVER before. 

 WE were free…! We were ALL FREE at last….!! 

 

(Pause. The darkness lifts from the stage as we see Toley, 
Finnegan and Gaffer, stare at each other briefly in silence, 
dazed, and as if waking from a dream) 

 

 

GAFFER         (breaks the silence, hostile) 

 How long do we have to KEEP comin’ here. We’re 
never gonna leave, are we! 

(emotionally) 

 You LIED to us, Finnegan! You promised……We are 
just ghosts on a stage, in a play that never 
ends, over and over again, with no 
audience…just bein’ punished for what we 
did…….WE JUST THOUGHT WE WERE 
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DOIN’RIGHT…..!!THIS PAIN, OVER  AND OVER 
AGAIN.. 

You promised us……! 

 (starts to cry) 

 Like moths, trapped in a glass box….strugglin’ 
for freedom…!!KNOWIN’WE CAN NEVER LEAVE…..!! 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN (consoling)  

As long as it takes, Gaff. We have to wait, 
until the right time…. it’s the arrangement. 
This is WHERE we were, right HERE, when…, you 
know …..We agreed that at least…! 

(faltering) 

…we ALL agreed..!!! 

`` (pauses solemnly)  

This is where we should be…you remember! 
Here……where it HAPPENED.. 

 

(ambulance siren again sounds in background, closer,  
then fades) 

 

GAFFER (gets agitated at siren)  

You keep talkin’ about ‘the arrangement’ 
Finnegan, but I don’t want to remember….It 
WON’T happen.!! 

 I couldn’t take any more…….NONE OF US COULD, 
you know that……!!The bullying just didn’t stop 
for me- ah thought EVERYONE would accept me for 
who ah wis….! 

 

 

FINNEGAN (thoughtfully, turning to Toley).  
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      Anyway, when did YOU turn religious all of a 
sudden?  

` (quizzing) 

 You and Jesus had a conversation recently?  

 (pause) 

 Ah never knew you were both LINKEDIN………! 

 

 

 

 

TOLEY (smugly) 

You know me, Finn, just blessed wi divine 
wisdom.!! Wasn’t much for church goin’, mind. 
Couldnae understand aw that stuff about 
Samaritans, Pharisees- thousands of years back 
-and ‘love your neighbour’. Though ma 
neighbours are Muslim-Jamil, nice guy he is. 
Campbell across the street had an argument 
aboot parkin’ space. Next we heard was Jamil’s 
fish pond got spiked wi’ vodka in the dead o’ 
night killin’ off his award winnin’ pike!! We 
all knew who did it……! Love your neighbour ,eh 
!Mind you, after the virus, things changed. We 
found out that Jamil enjoyed a pond of fresh, 
new pike…Campbell found out earlier that year, 
Jamil’s sister had just passed her nursing 
finals….!! 

 (reflective) 

  I saw a mother once. Walked right up to the 
church altar, abandon a badly crippled son at 
the priest’s feet -ah wis six at the time-  
screamin’ and beggin’ for a cure, she was ! 
Never forget that scream to this day; you’ve 
heard nuthin ‘till you hear a mothers pain, 
wailin in despair,a blood curlin’ screech, like 
kickin’ your brains clean outa your skull.. or 
like a blade just passin’ through your artery… 
That was it! I was petrified after that-just 
never had the stomach for it…. couldn’t go 
back… 
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 (pause) 

 Then there was always the old women… gibberin’ 
beneath the GLOAT of statues of pious saints, 
leavin’ wee notes, daily, that got me, 
expectin’ an angelic postman to whisk them 
upward to some celestial sort office ….to have 
a prayer answered on a rota basis…then 
delivered by HERMES or UPS…. 

 

 

GAFFER (suddenly turning on Toley, rebukes) 

 Wisdom, ma arse !!That stuff aboot ‘trust in 
Jesus’! You read that off the mens toilet wall 
outside the bus station. Ah saw it 
maself…….!You makin’out you’re better than the 
rest of us….! 

 

 

TOLEY (losing patience) 

Gaffer, you are as dim as shit!Your mouth… 
shaped like the hose of a vacuum cleaner-a 
permanent letter O-gives you that whole glaikit 
expression!!. As if YOU’VE suddenly discovered 
the origin of the Universe, single 
handed……or…….OR 

` (he falters) 

 

FINNEGAN (butting in)  

……or your arse was suddenly sucked in by a 
sinkhole……!! 

 

GAFFER  (incensed at Toley)  

 Toley ! Alphonse Toley! How did you get a name  
like that anyway….?? 

 

TOLEY (pretending not to understand) 

 What…? You mean ‘Alphonse’…?  
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GAFFER      (losing patience) 

Toley.! I mean Toley…daft bastard!!They must ` 
have taken the right piss out of you at school. 

 (raising her voice) 

 Here comes Mr and Mrs Toley….and draggin’ the 
wee Tolies behind them….!!! 

 

 

TOLEY          (exasperated) 

 I’ve had enough of you, Gaffer! I HAVE vision, 
unlike you! You’re a loser.! I can be anything 
I want- even win the MAN BOOKER prize wi’ ma 
words an’ knowledge…!! 

` (loudly) 

I COULD EVEN GET A PhD…..!! 

 

GAFFER (mockingly)  

In your case, ‘Diploma for a Piss Head’… more 
like it! 

 

 

TOLEY       (ignoring Gaffer) 

I’m academic, I am.! AN INTELLECTUAL….!! 
Listen, Gaffer, ‘Some are born great, some 
ACHIEVE greatness and some…  

` (falters for words, loudly, emphasising,)…. 

` …..AND SOME……. !! 

 

FINNEGAN  (butting in forcefully and proudly)…… 

….’have MUCH greatness THRUST upon them…’See 
ah’m no daft….!! 
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GAFFER (sarcastically) 

 The only thing ever thrust on you, Toley, is 
Stella Pascoe’s tits every time she gets 
whacked out on cheap cider, Friday nights at 
the JAGGY THISTLE.! All you see in a wuman is 
two tits an’ a fanny anyhow!! 

 

 

 

TOLEY          (incensed, getting back at Gaffer) 

 What HAPPENED to OUR ambitions? 

I want to live my dreams, not failure! To have 
the sun in my heart, not clouds in my eyes; to 
soar above, like the golden eagle…. Not like 
the seagull up to it’s eye balls in shite over 
there…! 

(emotionally) 

It won’t be me at the altar, as the sad oboe 
plays out for the abandoned groom shafted into 
humility when the bride’s found the nearest 
exit!! 

     YOU are one of life’s born losers, Gaffer. If 
you even had the brains to write your life 
story for free- even PEOPLES FRIEND would turn 
it down…!! 

 

 

GAFFER (getting back at Toley)     

                Ah still have ma pride….!  

 

TOLEY  You are a failure! Look at you- a tattooed 
horror show for a start!! 

 (pauses) 

  Who’s ever gonna employ you….? A walking 
nightmare of skulls, daggers and… Thailand 
sunsets….!!! 
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GAFFER     (indignant,) 

       What’s it to you anyhow! 

      (rolls up sleeve, points to her tattoos) 

`   See these! Thae define me, they dae! They open 
ma heart tae society.!!!Lets everybody know 
what I stand for…more than what I can say for 
you!! 

GAFFER         (cont) 

              (proudly) 

   It’s art.! It’s collage in the flesh!. Ah could  
have ma hero Darren McGarvie, Donald Trump’s 
face or that balloon…BORIS…. tattooed on ma 
ARSE for all YOU know!!. 

                

FINNEGAN   (chuckles) 

    Best place for it! 

   (pauses) 

   Collage….?? What do you know aboot ’collage’ 
anyhow……or whatever you call it..! 

 

GAFFER  It’s ART. It’s expression…. in pictures, 
images….. Ah enjoyed it at school…! 

   (smugly) 

    Art was ma best subject..!! 

 

 

TOLEY  (smugly) 

       Collage? Playin’ wi scissors an’ glue! Stickin 
pictures thegither on a scrapbook. Gaffer, you 
could have a tattoo OF YOUR OWN ARSE on your 
FACE! Nobody would ever see the difference when 
you open your mouth.! Least they would know 
where YOUR IDEAS come from!! THEN you’d REALLY 
be opening yourself to society!! Now THAT’S 
what I call……’COLLAGE’ !! 
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GAFFER   (angry at Toley,) 

   Tattoos penetrate the soul! Influence AND 
empower!!Invade the brain! And it’s clear to me 
YOUR brains are firmly stuck UP your OWN arse! 

   (she points to tattoos on her arm) 

   See these ! They inform…they’re radical. They 
challenge ! 

GAFFER         (cont)      

              (waving arms, building to a crescendo) 

   Tattoos embrace the personal and sets you free 
from oppression…!!They cry aloud- a visual, 
FLUID language for the common man….and 
woman..!!They are humble heroes making the 
world a better place….just like Thunberg!!. 

 

FINNEGAN  (dumbstruck) 

   Fuck me.! Never knew she had it in her…!  

 

GAFFER  (smugly) 

   See….. ma da was an activist in the 60’s- for 
the CND movement…! 

 

TOLEY  (suddenly amused, reads tattoo aloud from 
Gaffer’s arm)   

   Ah hardly see how ‘ANGUS WAS THE BEST SHAG 
EVER’…  educates AND empowers the masses …!! 

 

GAFFER  (continues, ignoring Toley, erudite tone) 

   But tattoos are not just about protest. They 
defy frontiers and unite a universal 
brotherhood; their bearers are the discreet 
band of fearless heroes who will stop at 
nothing until they achieve a common cause. 
Their message inspires a bankrupt culture, 
CRYING OUT against injustice…. and a force 
against the bourgeoise and…AND… 
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   (she falters) 

   ..against the agrandissement of the ELITE………!! 

FINNEGAN   

   (interrupting) 

   Aggrandizement….?? Whit DOES THAT MEAN?? ?? 

 

 

 

 

GAFFER  (breathless)   

   Ah…don’t know…heard it from Darren at a concert 
in Glasgow! 

 

TOLEY      (dumbstruck) 

   A load o’ shite! 

 

GAFFER    

   (now hysterical, building to a crescendo, grand 
oratory fashion)  

   The Establishment have MENTALLY masturbated the 
workers for years; it’s time to fight 
back…!TATTOOS are a silent, peaceful legion 
leading the rebellion. They capture the 
political AND…the cultural!! Converting NETFLIX 
and Boxset bawheids into fearless heroes; 
beacons of truth in a society left braindead by 
advertising AND ….AND…  

   (she falters) 

   ……listening to IAN DUNCAN SMITH…!! 

       Tattoos are a tsunami of true expression, a 
call to arms, cleansing Society from lies, 
deceit and…and…TORY LUNCHES -an intrepid legion 
that will never be suppressed…!Tattoos are 
the…….THE….. 

   (again gasping to find words) 
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   …are THE… ubiquitous, OMNIPRESENT FORCE that 
helps us experience all of life…!!! 

   (breathless,now shouting top of her voice)  
  

   AND YOU’LL NEVER SEE AW’ THAT ON ANY FUCKIN’ 
TOILET WALL….!! 

 

 

 

 

 

FINNEGAN/TOLEY (together open mouthed stunned by Gaffers 
eloquence) 

    F-U-C-K….!! 

 

      (laugh heartily then Finnegan stops abruptly) 

 

FINNEGAN       (suddenly stunned looking ahead)   

    Wait….!Look,… a LIGHT…over there.!!Above the 
water. Came from NOWHERE !! Stretching 
out……like a BRIDGE!!It’s coming right TO 
us…..!! 

 

 

TOLEY  (panicked) 

   LIGHT ? BRIDGE ..?? There’s NEVER been a bridge 
there… There’s never been anythin’ but mud 
and…… 

   (he stops) 

 

FINNEGAN  (excited) 

    There IS a light…just above the water! And IT 
IS a bridge!! 

   Look,…THE GLOW, it’s getting STRONGER……!! 
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GAFFER  (anxiously) 

Toley, I’m SCARED! I never meant all that stuff 
I said to you….I NEVER MEANT IT…honest! Help 
me! 

     

FINNEGAN  (walking towards the Light) 

       I’m goin’ across…!! 

 

GAFFER  (tearful)  

   Finnegan, DON’T go………IT CANNAE BE SAFE!!  
There’s nuthin’ there….It cannae lead 
anywhere………you’ll die, man !! 

 

 

FINNEGAN  (calmly) 

   I UNDERSTAND now…! 

   This HAS to be the sign, Gaffer. It’s time, 
Toley, the ARRANGEMENT is settled  …! We waited 
long enough; we have to go…NOW.!! The pain, the 
GUILT we shared -the waiting is FINALLY over. 
The bridge is our crossing; it’s been 
decided….it’s time.!!We’re FREE…! 

 

 

TOLEY  (now agitated and disturbed)   

   She’s right, Finn, maybe we’re now just payin’ 
the price for a bad mistake…its an ILLUSION! 
We’ll drown as we did before…!But we’ll suffer 
this time…!  

        ,  

GAFFER  (crying anxiously)   

   Ah tell you….THERE’S NUTHIN THERE!!How do you 
know we are doin’the RIGHT thing………where will 
it lead us? How can you be SURE…! 
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FINNEGAN  (now ecstatic)       

    Far away from our pain here….We’re FREE, 
Gaffer!! Can’t you understand? Waiting is 
over…! This IS the sign ….I BELIEVE IT!! 

 

GAFFER         Toley is right-its just a trick from somewhere, 
another torment for our punishment….Don’t 
believe it.! ITS AN ILLUSION…! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOLEY  Finnegan, what if you are wrong? ………how can we 
be sure! There will be NO second chance………. 

 

 

FINNEGAN  I CAN’T turn back.! I have to go. It feels 
right! Follow me!!I TRUST THIS……Ah’ve never 
BEEN this happy…!Do you NOT understand even 
now…!! 

   

(Finnegan moves towards the blinding Light, standing as if 
hypnotised) 

 

 

TOLEY  (anxious)  

   We can’t leave him, Gaffer.! We have to 
follow……WE HAVE TO TRUST …..!! 

   (moves towards Finnegan who merges into the 
Light and disappears) 

   (distraught) 

               Finnegan, where ARE you…?? I CAN’T SEE YOU…..!! 
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GAFFER       (running after Toley) 

    Don’t leave me….!DON’T LEAVE ME NOW!!Finnegan 
is only pulled by selfish guilt, he’s….. 

   (she stops suddenly, staring ahead) 

   CALUM…! Look , Toley, its Calum….he’s smiling, 
He wants us to come to him ! He’s so HAPPY 
now…!! Ah’ve never seen him so happy..! All 
this time an’ah’ never believed…. 

 

 

 

 

TOLEY  COME ON, Gaffer, take ma hand……! 

   (cries out) 

    Wait, Finnegan….WAIT FOR US….!! WE’RE 
COMIN’…..WAIT…..!! DON’T LEAVE US…! 

   (Both Toley and Gaffer run towards the Light 
where Finnegan stood- they stop, then slowly 
disappear into the Light…) 

    

 

 

     CURTAIN FALLS 
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    ACT 2  Scene 1 

 

  Present day. Outside Tenement building.           
  

(Bowles knocks on the front door of the apartment.  

OSAMA barks, offstage. 

The door opens with Mrs Cairns in the foreground) 

 

BOWLES Mrs Cairns? I found your dog?  It belongs to 
you, doesn’t it? Has your address -your name on 
the collar, and it says…’Gaffer’s only 
friend’…? 

(pause)  

Jon Bowles, by the way. 

              (Bowles and Mrs Cairns shake hands) 

 

MRS CAIRNS (casually) 

 It’s Osama, he’s been gone for a year. 
Belonged to my daughter, Gaffer,- she never let 
him out of her sight! Where was he this time?  

 

BOWLES By the jetty, staring out to sea. Just couldn’t 
stop barking. Beside three figures, youngsters, 
-one a girl- I think. They were close to the 
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edge. Waves were high. It was dangerous. So I 
called out. 

They seemed to take no notice….I called out 
again, louder this time. But the oddest thing, 
you know? As I got closer they just vanished, 
disappeared….completely out of sight, never saw 
them again….!! Except the dog…. 

MRS CAIRNS By the harbour? The jetty! It’s derelict. No 
one ever goes down there any more. You called 
an ambulance, I assume…? 

 

BOWLES Well, yes, immediately. But they found nothing. 

 I couldn’t explain!!  

(puzzled)  

You don’t seem alarmed.? Was your daughter with 
them….?? 

 

MRS CAIRNS (pause) 

 The three young persons you speak about- yes, 
one was my daughter. 

 (solemnly) 

  They all drowned there, that very spot, a year 
to this day…. 

 

BOWLES But that’s impossible…..I saw them….! 

 

MRS CAIRNS (sympathetic) 

You THOUGHT you saw them, Mr Bowles. But I    
assure you we buried them, all three together… 

 

 

BOWLES I don’t understand…..! 

 

MRS CAIRNS (emotionally) 
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 Suicide. All three. They made an agreement 
amongst themselves. They became convinced they 
would be forgiven of their actions, you 
see…that their reasons would be understood, 
that they would somehow be taken to a better 
place-a place of purgatory, a place where they 
could be redeemed of the burden and all pain of 
guilt in what they did. They believed in an 
“ARRANGEMENT”, if you understand me…they had to 
wait their time. For redemption. Do you 
understand..? 

 

 

BOWLES But why….? 

 

MRS CAIRNS They knew life here would never change for 
them. No prospects. They had no work here-no 
future. They had only their dreams and no way 
to escape. There was a promise of jobs, 
regeneration, re development…… but nothing ever 
came of it. They lost heart. A cancerous pain 
that none of us could see; a gnawing despair 
that none of us can REALLY understand…. 

 WE LET THEM DOWN, Mr Bowles……and there were NO 
warning signs..! 

 

BOWLES Surely you can’t blame yourself for this….? 

 

 

MRS CAIRNS But I do. And WE MUST share the guilt. They all 
seemed happy. No outward signs of their 
anguish. You can fix a broken arm because you 
see its broken but what are the signs when 
darkness invades the Mind, steals all hope; 
that abyss of despair grows deeper everyday and 
the invitation to plunge overcomes all 
resistance… 

     (pensive) 

You know what a suicide does, Mr Bowles,?      
A family once joined is broken-fractured, 
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forever-only questions with no answers. Guilt 
is all that is left to fill the empty space, 
every waking day ; that guilt is disguised by 
daily living. Their taking of THEIR life….it 
takes away your right to live as well! You 
understand? Your own Life…it becomes a burden, 
an infinite overdraft, a debt you can never 
repay. The family now merely a jigsaw, the 
pieces just broken up and scattered. We have to 
blame OURSELVES for just not doing enough…. 

(in tears) 

We just didn’t UNDERSTAND….! 

  

BOWLES (frustrated still not understanding)  

I’m so sorry.!But I SAW them…with my own 
eyes.!! 

 

MRS CAIRNS (now composed)  

You ALSO saw Osama, you say. Where is he now? 

 

BOWLES (exasperated)  

But I TOLD you ! He is just over there, of 
course…!! Look…! 

 

MRS CAIRNS IS he…? 

 

BOWLES (Bowles turns round, astonished)  

He’s GONE….! I don’t understand…. 

 

 

MRS CAIRNS He was never REALLY there, Mr Bowles. He’s 
gone…. 

 

BOWLES (confused) 

 What do you mean? 
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MRS CAIRNS You are the third. Every year Osama is brought 
back here. He never stays. But he will return 
to the harbour again. You won’t see him until 
next year, staring out to sea, at exactly the 
same time, same place, where they drowned that 
very night, hoping to be with them again, if 
only for a short time. Someone else will no 
doubt arrive at my door, next year, again with 
Osama. But he will not stay……he will not stay. 

`              (quietly) 

I thank you for coming…. 

 

         (She gently closes the door to Bowles. Blackout) 

 

 

  CURTAIN FALLS. 
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